We need you! Please help us build our new Work Pods

Warehouse One7 has been founded on an unwavering belief in belonging. To us, “belonging” is the experience of knowing one has a place with others, being able to create and develop within that place, and having the sense of connection and belief in oneself that enables this to happen. Belonging is about relationships.

As we have worked to strengthen and support the lives of young people and families we have worked with, relationships have been both the focus and the positive outcome of our combined efforts. In the past 3 years, we have worked with over 40 services and agencies like yours that also support children, young people and families. We believe strong community relationships mean stronger young people and families. One of the things we are most proud of is our role in building and strengthening our community.

The growth in demand for Warehouse One7’s support has been awesome, and is a sign to me that belonging and relationships matter to our region. We now face our own “belonging” challenge. This time 3 years ago, I was identifying and encouraging the first 2 team members to join, now there are 11 of us working in the Warehouse team. We need to redesign and develop our Warehouse to include some workstations (called “pods”) so that our expanded team can belong.

We need your help. I am hoping that we are able to draw upon the investment and strength of the relationships we have fostered with your organisation to help us raise funds for our Pods.

Please visit this link to participate in our fundraising initiative:

GoFundMe.com/warehouseone7pods

We also have some sponsorship packages that we would love you to consider. They are outlined on the following page.

A message from Virginia, Psychologist and Founder
GOLD PACKAGE

$500 – Be the proud donor of a single work pod. Participate in colour scheme choices to ensure this pod reflects your service and its relationship with Warehouse One7. Have your service formally acknowledged as a GOLD DONOR on the pod, and in all sponsorship promotions and media coverage.

SILVER PACKAGE

$300 – Donate a panel in our Pod wall. Participate in design theme process and have your service name acknowledged in the artwork that covers the external wall housing the pods. Have your service formally acknowledged as a SILVER DONOR in all sponsorship promotions and media coverage.

BRONZE PACKAGE

$150 – Have your service name interwoven in a specially commissioned artwork that will feature in the reception area of our rejuvenated warehouse. Have your service formally acknowledged as a BRONZE DONOR in all sponsorship promotions and media coverage.

Other ideas:

Warehouse One7 “loose change” morning tea
• Host a morning tea with your work team and put the hat around to collect some funds for us.

Warehouse One7 office Bake Off
• Bake your favourite treats and take donations from colleagues, friends and family to forward to us

Warehouse One7 family challenge
• Go “old school” (sponsorship sheet attached), pound the pavement and harass people you know to sponsor you as your raise funds for us.

We will be delighted to receive any donations and can assist with provision of “loose change” money boxes, or bank contributions on your behalf if the Go Fund Me process is unfamiliar to you. We would also welcome any ideas that can extend what we have started here.

Life is so amazing at times. We have been part of building a stronger community, and now we are asking our community to help build us. Thank you so much for hearing our call for help, and for any support you can offer.

Kindest regards,

Virginia Williams